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A Sonnet for State Bank of Pakistan
he State Bank of Pakistan was established on
July 1, 1948, its strategic importance can be
gauged from the fact that it was inaugurated
by no less a person than the founder of Pakistan
and its first Governor General Muhammad Ali Jinnah.
His inaugural speech on that august occasion itself
reflects the raison d'etre of our financial independence.
His speech symbolizes what type of economic life he
envisioned. A few excerpts are reproduced below:

banks due to a vacuum created by sudden flight of
such personnel. It was a policy at SBP to select batches
of fresh graduates or Masters through pure merit,
these Probationary Officers used to undergo comprehensive training and after the successful conclusion of
training, they used to be absorbed at SBP, while some
of them were assigned to the commercial banks for
meeting the human resource needs of the banking
sector.

“The opening of State Bank of Pakistan symbolizes
the sovereignty of our state in the financial sphere. I
need to hardly dilate on the important role the State
Bank will have to play in regulating the economic life
of our country. The monetary policy of the bank will
have a direct bearing on our trade and commerce,
both inside Pakistan as well as with the outside world
and it is only to be desired that our policy should
encourage maximum production and free flow of
trade’’.

• Monetary policy of the Bank & its impact on trade
and commerce – The central bank managed the
monetary policy as a barometer of our sound financial
health.

He further went a step forward to share a much
wider scope of his vision, which would later on become
the cornerstone of the central bank, since then
meticulously followed by it:
“I am confident that the State Bank will receive the
co-operation of all concerned including the banks
and universities in pushing them forward. Banking will
provide a new and wide field in which the genius of
our young men can find full play. I am sure that they
will come forward in large numbers to take advantage
of the training facilities which are proposed to be
provided. While doing so, they will not only be benefiting
themselves but also contributing to the well-being of
our State. The monetary policy pursued during the war
years contributed, in no small measure, to our present
day economic problems.”

• Maximization of production – SBP also promoted
through its pragmatic policies, the pace of industrialization and contributed towards GDP growth, industrial
and services production, trade, commerce and
international trade by offering, incentives, loans and
refinance schemes on easy terms and conditions.
True to the guidepost provided by our founding
father, the State Bank of Pakistan made optimum
efforts to realize the goals enunciated by him in our
greater national interest.
In times of disasters, crisis or downturn of economy,
or such sudden abnormal times as the country is
undergoing nowadays due to outbreak of COVID-19
pandemic, SBP is perhaps the first central bank in the
entire region to have been proactive in helping the
people to overcome financial hardships. Also, it is
assisting the government in its program to combat and
mitigate the adverse economic and financial impact
in our daily lives.

In his inspiring address on that occasion, he
particularly emphasized the urgency and significance
of the following issues, relating to the banking sector
and economic life of our country:

The contribution of the regulatory body can be
evidenced in the slew of more than a dozen or so
measures adopted by it to address the challenges
posed by COVID-19. In a short period from March to
June 2020 alone, it undertook some vital measures as
discussed below:

• Training of newly-inducted youth in the banking
sector – SBP implemented this with great enthusiasm
and for a long time it not only trained and produced
young bankers for itself but also provided a wellgroomed workforce for the nascent banking sector
which was facing a dearth of trained staff to run the

• The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) of the SBP, in
its meeting on June 25, 2020, cut the policy rate by 100
basis points to 7%. This brings the cumulative easing
over the past three months to 625 basis points. The
reduction in this rate cut would add to other measures
recently taken by the SBP to support the economy,
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including concessional financing to companies that
do not lay off workers, one-year extension in principal
payments, doubling of the period for rescheduling of
loans from 90 to 180 days and concessional financing
for hospitals and medical centers incurring expenses
to combat the outbreak.
• Under SBP Refinance Scheme to support employment
and prevent layoff of workers, it introduced a temporary
refinance scheme for payment of wages and salaries
to the workers and employees of the business concerns.
This was indeed a timely action to lend much-needed
support to the most vulnerable segments of the society.
Further incentives under the same scheme have been
provided later on, enhancing scope and financing
limits under its Rozgar Scheme. Then SBP took a step
further to facilitate middle and large businesses, which
employ large numbers of people, to ensure payment
of wages and salaries under this scheme. SBP enhanced
its refinance limits to finance up to 100% of wages and
salaries of businesses with average 3-month wage
bill of up to Rs. 500 million. This can be used for the
onward payment of wages and salaries for April, May
and June, 2020. Earlier, 100% financing was available
up to a wage bill of Rs. 200 million only. Similarly, for
businesses with 3-month wage bill exceeding Rs. 500
million, State Bank will now finance up to 75% with
maximum financing of Rs. 1 billion. Earlier, 75% financing
was available up to a maximum of Rs. 375 million and
50% up to a maximum of Rs. 500 million. These changes
are applicable with immediate effect. However,
businesses that had earlier availed lower financing
due to applicable limits can now avail additional
financing on the basis of revised criteria.
• Thirdly, Prime Minister’s COVID-19 Pandemic Relief
Fund 2020 was also opened for providing the badly
needed alleviation to the disadvantaged segments of
our population.
• Relief package for households, businesses &
refinance schemes offers comprehensive relief
package for households, such businesses as microfinance,
SMEs, corporates, commercial, retail and agriculture to
help them manage their finances through temporary
phase of disruption and refinance schemes. All these
vital sectors badly needed finance to keep the wheels
of economy moving to the benefit of the affected
sectors.
• For supporting the health sector to combat the virus,
SBP began providing cheaper loans for hospitals and
medical centers to purchase medical equipment for
combating COVID-19. This will allow them to enhance
capacity for treatment of infected patients of
COVID-19.
• For ensuring the availability and continuity of
financial services, it introduced measures to fight
the spread of COVID-19 through the financial system
by increasing awareness among staff, customers,
banks and issued detailed directives to ensure availability
of uninterrupted financial services to bank customers.
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• SBP took effective measures for promoting digital
payments, as it finished all charges for customers
using online fund transfer services, which will allow
customers to perform online interbank transactions
free of cost. This step was taken to halt spread of
COVID-19 by limiting the physical interaction of citizens
at bank branches.
• Credit requirements were relaxed for exporters
and importers in order to support growth and
employment by easing such requirements on exporters
and importers to gain access to cheap finance under
existing facilities.
• Among its long list of stratagem, it also aimed at
fostering new investments in the country, ultimately
lending support to growth and employment by providing
subsidized credit for new investments across all sectors
of the economy. SBP launched the Financing Scheme
for BMR and expansion under its Temporary Economic
Relief Facility (TERF) with access on further stimulus to
the economy in the context of COVID-19's impact on
the economy, to support investment in the country for
modernizing or expanding manufacturing/production
units in response to feedback from stakeholders.
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• Another action on the trajectory charted out by SBP
proves its strong commitment to ensuring the personal
and collective wellbeing and the health of people at
large and saving them from the deadly infection. It has
made certain that sufficient fresh, fit and disinfected
currency notes are available. It has also assured the
banks that sufficient cash is at the disposal of the
central bank to meet all demands for such cash in a
timely manner.
By its sleight of such important measures within a
span of more than three months, SBP has widened its
scope of activities and contributed its best efforts to
address the risk of COVID-19 by helping nearly all
crucial socio-economic sectors and demographics
and proved beyond any doubt that it is not only a
bankers’ bank but also a people’s bank, thus it has
earned kudos from all segments of our population.
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Faithful to the lofty ideals desired by the founding
father, as enshrined in the Preamble to The State Bank
of Pakistan Act, 1956, which states the very essence of
its genesis: An Act to provide for the establishment of
The State Bank of Pakistan.
“Whereas it is necessary to provide for the constitution
of a State Bank to regulate the monetary and credit
system of Pakistan and to foster its growth in the best
national interest with a view to securing monetary
stability and fuller utilization of the country’s productive
resources”.
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IBP’s ALTERNATE CHANNELS
Online Coaching Classes

Online Trainings

In view of recent exceptional situation of global
ramifications, arising out of coronavirus and in order
to facilitate students during the pandemic scenario,
The Institute of Bankers Pakistan had designed learningfriendly solutions for the ISQ candidates. Against this
backdrop, IBP conducted online demonstration classes
for four ISQ subjects on 30th and 31st May 2020, namely
Accounting for Financial Services, Management
Accounting for Financial Services, Lending: Products,
Operations & Risk Management and Branch Banking,
which was attended by a considerable number of
students. Further, IBP is also conducting regular Online
Coaching Classes from mid-June 2020 onwards.

IBP is perhaps one of the few professional Institutes
to remain in touch with its partners in the banking
industry, keeping in mind their requirements, as such
it further facilitated by conducting 3 Online Trainings
in the month of June 2020. The topics of Trainings
included: Strategy and Leadership Development;
Regulatory Compliance with Reference to AML/ CFT-KYC;
Signature Verification and Forged Signature Detection
etc. IBP also conducted Free Webinars on Digital
Payments and Business Continuity in the month of
June 2020. Its future strategy is based on more such
Free Webinars on various topics of immediate interest
both for the banking sector and students as well.
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Awareness Session on

Relaxations in

ISLAMIC
FINANCING
PRODUCTS
he Institute of Bankers Pakistan (IBP) in collaboration with Institute of Business Administration,
Center of Excellence in Islamic Finance (CEIF),
conducted a webinar on May 21, 2020 to raise awareness
on State Bank of Pakistan’s Initiatives of Deferment of
Principal/Rescheduling/Restructuring Islamic Financing
Facilities in View of COVID-19 Pandemic.
Mr. Faisal Hussain, the Director Research & Development
at IBP, welcomed the audience and introduced the
panelists. The webinar was conducted in 3 sessions.
The first session was conducted by Ms. Bushra Shafique,
Joint Director Islamic Banking Division, SBP. She is an
economist with a Master’s degree from the London
School of Economics, UK. She is an authority and a
prolific writer for the Islamic Banking and finance
practices for SBP Quarterly Research Bulletin, as well
as for international journals, reports, conferences.
Ms. Shafique apprised the audience on Refinance
Schemes introduced by SBP in the wake of COVID-19 to
address the economic situation in Pakistan. The efforts
of State Bank of Pakistan include relief package for
Households, Businesses & Refinance Schemes, Principal
Deferment and Rescheduling/Restructuring of loans.
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Mr. Faisal Hussain, Director
Research & Development, IBP

Mr. Ahmed Ali Siddiqui,
SEVP/Group Head Shariah
Compliance Dept., Meezan Bank Ltd

Mr. Ahmed Ali Siddiqui, a professional banker and an
educationist with 18 years of Islamic Banking experience,
conducted the second session. He has, through his
pioneering work, played a key role in promoting Islamic
Finance in Pakistan. He is currently serving as SEVP &
Group Head – Shariah Compliance Department at
Meezan Bank Ltd. and is founding Director of IBA
Centre for Excellence in Islamic Finance.
Mr. Siddiqui discussed various options and challenges
for the Islamic Banks during the COVID-19 pandemic
situation. He shared the impact on the local and global
economy due to COVID-19. He further shared the
operational details of product-wise treatment for
deferment and extension of tenure in Islamic Banks.
During the final session, the expert panelists responded
to the queries of the audience. The audience lauded
the efforts of IBP and IBA in arranging the session and
recommended similar sessions in future. The webinar
ended with a vote of thanks to all the participants.

Ms. Bushra Shafique, Joint Director
Islamic Banking Division, SBP

The recorded session is available at the below link:
https://youtu.be/zeL1bh-YNwE
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The SBP has taken many policy decisions other than
rate cuts, he said adding that around Rs. 500 bn loans
have been deferred and Rs. 71 bn restructured. Total
liquidity injection by the SBP has been Rs. 971 bn and
the government has injected Rs. 1.2 tr to mitigate the
impact of COVID-19. The GDP growth mark down in
Pakistan has been less than other countries, he said,
adding that the outlook remains better than other
economies.
Key priority for the central bank is to inject liquidity
into the small and medium enterprises, he said while
adding that that as new data comes in, the Monetary
Policy Committee is ready to take action if necessary.
Day to day and month to month movements in exchange
rate are normal, however, we are well funded, he emphasized, adding “it is a market-based exchange rate.”
“There should not be many disorderly movements and
the SBP will only intervene when this happens.”
Monetary Policy Statement-June 25, 2020
At its meeting on 25th June 2020, the Monetary Policy
Committee (MPC) decided to reduce the policy rate
by 100 basis points to 7 percent. This decision reflected
the MPC’s view that the inflation outlook has improved
further, while the domestic economic slowdown continues
and downside risks to growth have increased. Against
this backdrop of receding demand-side inflation risks,
the priority of monetary policy has appropriately
shifted toward supporting growth and employment
during these challenging times.

POLICY FOCUS NOW ON GROWTH:

Countering

SBP GOVERNOR’S COVID-19:
ADDRESS AT ICAP

Measures by State Bank of Pakistan
As at June 29, 2020

Savings from oil imports have more than compensated
for the decline in exports and remittances, State Bank of
Pakistan (SBP) Governor Dr. Reza Baqir said on June 3, 2020,
during an address at the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Pakistan (ICAP). He went over the
pre-COVID-19 economic situation and analyzed the
impact of the pandemic on the economy. Economic
conditions were improving significantly before the
coronavirus, both financially and in terms of real
economy, he said. In the middle of 2018, “Pakistan
witnessed unprecedented current account deficit” and
since then significant improvement has been seen. He
said the net reserves went down to almost zero (gross
reserves minus forward liabilities), but they have recovered since by almost $10 billion. Another problem was
the primary fiscal deficit, which has also seen a remarkable turnaround, he added. Real improvement was visible
in sectors like construction, exports, stock market and
business confidence indices also showed significant
improvement, he added. However, the impact of
COVID-19 has driven inflation down allowing for what
he said was “the highest cut in interest rates among
emerging markets.”
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Policy Rate Slashed to 7pc w.e.f June 25, 2020
Loans Deferred – Rs. 566 bn
Loans Restructured – Rs. 113 bn
Loans Sanctioned for Wages – Rs. 119 bn
Loans Sanctioned for Hospitals – Rs. 6 bn
Loans Sanctioned for Investment – Rs. 8.8 bn
Bank Branches Open – 93pc
ATMS Available – 94pc

COVID-19 is challenging human life globally and straining
economic activity. Governments as well as central banks
are taking extraordinary measures to address the
challenges associated with this situation. Pakistan is no
exception. SBP has already taken a range of measures
to protect the safety of public and address the economic
impact. In line with its mandate, SBP is focused on
ensuring that inflation remains contained, reducing
the impact of COVID-19 on economic growth and
employment and overseeing that the banking and
payments system remains healthy. In this context, it
has taken a number of significant policy measures. It
is working in close tandem with stakeholders to

continuously assess the situation and stand ready to
take additional measures as the situation related to
COVID-19 and its impact on the economy become
clearer. It has launched Helplines for the convenience
and benefit of people.
Helplines:
Email: covid19.stimulus@sbp.org.pk
or Phone: +92-21-111-727-273 or a dedicated COVID-19
SBP team can be contacted by phone at 111-727-273.
Banks Performance Under SBP Rozgar
Refinance Scheme
Supported by Government of Pakistan’s Risk Sharing
Facility on April 10, 2020, State Bank of Pakistan introduced
a Refinance Scheme to provide concessional credit at 3
percent interest rate and generous repayment
terms to any business that commits to not layoff
workers for 3 months. The goal of the scheme was
to provide an incentive to businesses to protect jobs.
On May 06, 2020 SBP complemented this scheme with
a 40 percent risk sharing facility (RSF) on first loss
basis from the Government of Pakistan for utilization of
this scheme for SMEs and small corporates (defined
as business with annual turnover not exceeding Rs. 2 bn).
As of June 12, 2020 there has been significant take up
in the scheme. Banks have approved loan applications worth Rs. 107.5 bn of which Rs. 23.5 bn is for SMEs
and small corporates under the risk sharing facility.
A review of data indicates that Top Performing Five
Banks, together constitute more than 61 percent share
of overall approved financing amount under the Risk
Sharing Facility (RSF) with JS Bank Limited at the top,
followed by HBL and Bank AL‐Habib. Review of performance of banks regarding acceptance ratio in terms of
amount and number of applications approved shows
that Top Performing Five Banks remain in the range
between 65 percent to 83 percent and 70 percent to 83
percent respectively. Interestingly, Top Five Performing
Banks are the same which are also top performers
with respect to approved financing amount.

Top Performing Five Banks - (Rs in Millions)
May - June 12, 2020:
JS Bank Ltd :
3,784
Habib Bank Ltd :
3,625
Bank Al Habib Ltd :
3,094
Bank Al Falah Ltd :
2,256
Askari Bank Ltd :
1,987
Financial Stability Review CY-19 Suggests Resilience
of the Banking Sector to the COVID-19 Pandemic
The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) has issued its flagship
annual publication, the Financial Stability Review (FSR)
for CY19. The Review presents performance and risk
assessment of various segments of the financial sector
including banks. In order to limit risks and facilitate
stakeholders, SBP has taken a host of policy measures.
These measures include substantial monetary easing,
release of capital buffers, deferment of the repayment
of principal loan amount for corporate, SMEs, and
household borrowers, restructuring / rescheduling of
loans, concessionary financing to save jobs and
boost health care to combat COVID-19. These
measures have started bearing results as banks have
approved debt deferment of around PKR 495 bn and
rescheduling/restructuring of PKR 70 bn to around
seven hundred thousand borrowers. Under the
refinance scheme to avoid layoffs, around PKR 93 bn
have been approved for 1172 companies covering
about eight hundred and fifty thousand employees.
A key highlight of the FSR is that the banking sector
has remained resilient, with robust solvency backed
by healthy profitability. The Capital Adequacy Ratio
(CAR) improved to 17 percent, well above global and
domestic minimum regulatory requirements of 10.5
percent and 11.5 percent, respectively. Earnings of the
banking sector surged by 14.3 percent to PKR 170 bn in
CY19, a turnaround after the contraction of the previous
few years. Encouragingly, the deposit base also exhibited
a marked recovery, expanding by 11.92 percent and
provided the resources to support asset growth. The
FSR suggests that the performance of the Islamic
Banking Institutions (IBIs) also remained remarkable
during CY19. Not only did their assets surge by 23.52
percent but their profitability also increased.
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IT TAKES SOMETHING

ELSE TO MOTIVATE

By: Sohailuddin Alavi

Pakistan armed forces; many scholars;
researchers; social entrepreneurs and so
many others undoubtedly are truly motivated
for what they do. Work-motivation refers
to employees’ sense of responsibility,
ownership, enthusiasm, commitment and
passion that enables performance far
above the average requirement. Harnessing
employees’ motivation towards the organizational mission and goals is the biggest
of all challenges facing the organizations.
To an extent, organizations can hire best
of the talents by offering fair and competitive
pay and through training and developing
their skill-set. Nevertheless, their investment
would be futile if they fail to harness their
motivation in the right direction – inculcate
a sense of responsibility, ownership,
enthusiasm, commitment and passion for
the organization and work they do. In
this context, let us explore the role of
monetary incentives in managing employees’
motivation.
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ndoubtedly money occupies a central
function in our lives. Money buys us our
necessities; it gives us feeling of security; it
affords us status in society; and of course
it is a measure of success. As we earn more
money we get more gratification: A higher
standard of living; fulfill our dreams; get pleasure of
power; feel greater freedom; indulge in greater
comfort; so on and so forth. Nevertheless, numerous
evidence-based research studies suggest that with
money organizations cannot motivate employees.
Herzberg, author of famous “Two Factor Theory”, had
long ago suggested that money keeps employees
from getting dissatisfied but does not induce satisfaction.
He explained that dissatisfaction and satisfaction are
two independent variables. Hence he termed money
as a ‘maintenance’ factor, not a ‘motivational’ factor,
for it maintains employees’ behaviors at the minimum
level but does not induce motivation to perform at par
excellence.
Speaking from the organizations’ perspective,
paradoxically, evidences suggest that money cannot
buy employees’ engagement beyond the minimum
actions. Money can buy an employee’s time and
presence in a situation but it cannot make him yield
performance above the minimum requirement.
Money does not make a person ready to work with
responsibility and ownership; to bring commitment
and enthusiasm, to take pleasure in doing the work
etc. In short, higher pay can enhance personal
gratification by providing means for fulfilling personal
needs, desires and dreams – a personal gratification
syndrome [PGS] – but does not affect motivation to
work at par excellence.

Money can buy
an employee’s
time and presence in
a situation but it
cannot make him
yield performance
above the minimum
requirement.
Ironically, many employees lack adequate work
motivation, which is evident from a number of real life
situations. To start with, today employees demand
higher pay— yet at the same time they switch from
one organization to another for trivial financial gains —
a big time businessman once commented during a
discussion with his friends that he does not want to
train employees for his competitors; generally today’s
employees are academically more qualified compared
to their predecessors yet they often fail to innovate and
improve upon the quality of work; while organizations
propagate their unconditional commitment to customers,
quality and environment, employees show least concern
for organizational commitment. It is often observed
that employees, even in senior positions, show little
empathy to the organizational goals and its customers
over their personal interest. For example, even in
strategic meetings employees can be seen influencing
organizational decisions in their personal interests.
Last but not the least, employees perform their jobs
to the extent of securing their personal objectives
instead of as a responsibility, which leads to voiding
of the psychological-contract.
To substantiate further the inadequacy of motivation,
we have a basis to say that people with inadequate
motivation do not work as a responsibility of holding a
position or competence, instead, they work to get paid.
Their entire focus is on maximizing their personal
benefits at minimum efforts. We observe this day-in
day-out that, for example, a person holding a public
office would rather continue his employment to earn a
salary and not as a responsibility of serving the public
or protecting their rights. We have examples of apathy
among employees about the organization’s goals and
mission. For instance, a school’s mission to educate
the underprivileged generally does not seem to trickle
down into the minds of its teachers who are just doing
their jobs to earn money; a public servant generally
does not perform his job to solve public problems or
to facilitate public at large but he takes up his job
mundanely as a source of earning for himself and his
family; a corporate manager is no exception, he or she

would aim for a higher position and better salary —
nothing wrong — but seldom commits himself or
herself to the organizational mission beyond doing
certain decorative tasks that look good on the balance
sheet or in the board room. Then there was a president
of a commercial bank who projected a very progressive
image of the bank and its performance. However, as
soon as his successor took over the charge of the
bank, he found out to his and every one’s surprise
that the humongous profits on the books were
actually big time losses in reality, however, intelligently
camouflaged. Examples abound.
In short, money is a good source of keeping people
happy and causing them to stick to the organization,
but for a limited purpose. However, it falls flat when it
comes to motivating employees to do their job with a
purpose, responsibility, commitment, ownership, passion,
etc. In fact, money has made employees eager for
more, which has eclipsed their real motivation. “Does
Money Really Affect Motivation?” A research review
published in Harvard Business Review concludes that
money has no correlation with motivation. Instead, it
eclipses motivation in certain conditions. As organizations naively resort to higher pay for managing their
employees’ performance, two typical phenomena
have emerged, namely; employees hopping from one
organization to another for smaller monetary advantages
and, in turn, it has pushed the organizations into price
war for employees under the disguise of recruiting
quality human resources. It is noteworthy that those
employees who stick to the organizations are rarely
the assets, but the ones who lack competitiveness to
perform in the face of professionals competing to
excel in the world of work. Yet, they seek more and
more benefits under the disguise of being loyal to the
organization.

It is often observed
that employees, even
in senior positions,
show little empathy
to the organizational
goals and its customers
over their personal
interest.
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